A Devonian Rimmed Carbonate Platform Complex and Barrier Reef
Complex Offers New Exploration Opportunities in the Simpson Desert
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Figure 1.

CTP Tenements in Central Australia.

Introduction
In the northern Simpson Desert within the Warburton Basin
sequence, new seismic data has outlined a giant Devonian barrier
reef build-up up to 1.7 km thick formed on the margin of the Hale
River Block where reef facies underlie the Permian Pedirka Basin.
This is the first example of this and associated features east of
the Canning Basin and their presence gives credence to earlier
interpretations of a rimmed carbonate platform facies developed
over the Arltunga Arch about 20 km to the south (Erec Prospect
and Simpson East Prospect).
The potential of the Devonian sequence in the Simpson Desert
area has only recently been recognised (Ambrose and Heugh,
2010 and 2011) but Central Petroleum is actively pursuing this
new target sequence over much of its exploration acreage. The
Devonian age ascribed to the sequence is based on:
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•

The fact that the sequence directly underlies the basal Crown
Point Formation unconformity. Where the sequence has been
intersected near TD in several wells it is unmetamorphosed
and flat lying.

•

The sequence is basically undeformed, and younger
Permian–Cretaceous sequences are often draped over
massive carbonate depositional elements. Older CambrianOrdovician sequences would have been deformed/
metamorphosed during the Delamerian Orogeny (Early
Ordovician) and this does not appear true in the case of the
target sequence under discussion.

•

Devonian sediments occur in McDills-1 and these comprise
a coarse alluvial sequence. The nearest Devonian marine
influence is recorded in the Cravens Peake beds in the Toko
Syncline and this marine incursion spread to the northern
Warburton Basin where reefal/platform buildups are clearly
portrayed on seismic.
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Figure 2.

Regional Location Map.

A similar style of barrier reef and carbonate platform
development is recognised in Devonian marine carbonate facies of
the Canning Basin which are described extensively in the literature.

The Pellinor Barrier Reef Facies
Association
By definition barrier reefs are narrow reef trends built parallel
to a shoreline being separated from the hinterland by lagoonal
back reef facies.
The reef can follow the coast for long distances often with
short interruptions termed passes or channels. The Pellinor Reef is
at least 10 km long and 3-5 km wide although its exact dimensions
have yet to be determined. A second ? back stepping fringing reef
appears to be developed landward up against the main bounding
fault and this may relate to a transgressive phase related to the
final drowning event.
The vertically aggrading barrier reef could be as thick as
1700 m and is clearly denoted by stacked, convex upward seismic
reflectors. Diffuse seismic signatures within the reef core probably
indicate massive biohermal developments and these intervene
between intervals of strong amplitude reflectors. The latter are
probably karsted surfaces and marine sandstones/shales deposited
during transgressive events. The sedimentary packages are up
to 50 ms thick (~ 100m + thick) and maintain a strong convex
upward attitude formed as a result of drape and compaction over
the narrow barrier reef core which underwent relatively early
diagenesis.
Subsidence in the hanging wall of the Pellinor Fault, which is
equivalent to a rise in seal level, delivered accommodation space
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for reef growth. Eustatic sea - level variations would also have
been superimposed on this overriding trend of basin subsidence
as evidenced by apparent karsted surfaces and transgressive
strata which extend from the fore reef to the back reef facies.
Aggradational sedimentation was also pervasive during
development of thick back reef and fore reef facies which are over
1.2 km thick. The reef facies have not been drilled but seismic
signatures suggest channelized fore reef / slope sediments dip
away from the barrier reef core at a high angle and thin basinward
into pelagics and fine clastics of the distal basin. A brief discussion
of the various carbonate facies developed at Pellinor Prospect and
surrounds occurs below:

Barrier Reef Core
This facies was formed at water depths consistent with those
necessary to allow active reef building by organisms such as
stromatoporoids, corals and cyanobacteria, for many millions of
years. There is strong evidence of emergence and karstification in
addition to evidence of layered sediments distinct from massive
bioherms/biostromes/boundstones which would have dominated
the sequence. Early cementation was responsible for the twin
culmination seen in the upper half of the barrier reef and a model
for its development occurs in Figure 5.
The barrier reef is itself a key petroleum target with the
possibility of indigenous source –reservoir and seal. Additional
source rocks are likely to occur in sediments developed in the
back reef, fore reef and basin facies, with updip migration to the
reef core. Additional target reservoirs occur within this facies
mosaic and seismic evidence suggests the contacts between backreef, barrier-reef and fore-reef/margin slope facies are generally
gradational and interfingering, probably entraining undisturbed
migration pathways.
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Figure 3.

Composite seismic section perpendicular to the Pellinor Barrier Reef Trend.

Thus from the shoreline to the basin there is a lateral
facies transition from fringing reef→ back reef → barrier reef
→distinctive dipping fore reef/reef slope facies grading basinward
into flat lying pelagics and turbidites of the basin proper.

Reef Front, Fore Reef and Basin Facies
These three facies are developed on the seaward side of the
barrier reef; the associated strata generally thin and dip away from
the reef core at angles of 30 degrees. The facies proximal to the
barrier reef core is the reef front facies where pockets, streams
and chutes of skeletal and calcareous algal sand could occur
between areas of dense coral growth. Below this zone the fore
reef facies generally would comprise gravel and sand composed of
fragmented skeletal debris, blocks of reef limestone and skeletons
of reef builders. This relatively steep (? channelized) slope
grades downdip into toe-of-slope apron fans comprising debris
flow deposits, density flow deposits and turbidites. A number of
workers have shown that thick reservoir quality grainstones are
often shed from platform margins during eustatic high stands.
Structural-stratigraphic traps are defined by lateral pinchout of
porous toe-of-slope apron deposits to tight pelagic deposits in
the basin but there is also isolation from the porous carbonate
margin.eg the Poza Rica field in Mexico (Janson et al, 2011).
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Back Reef Facies
This facies occurs on the landward side of the barrier reef and
is commonly a lagoonal facies. Here much of the mud formed
on the reef comes out of suspension. Coarser material would
also have been shed from the adjacent hanging wall (Hale River
Block) into the lagoon where tidal influence would have been
restricted and waters may have been intermittently hypersaline.
Sandstone and conglomerate deposits could be expected adjacent
to the Pellinor Fault. These comprise a significant oil play if
source rocks are present in the back reef facies with capability
of charging proximal clastics wedged against the fault plane and
juxtaposed against basement lithologies. Apparent wrenching
on the fault plane would have enhanced the possibility of fault
gouge seal.
The back-reef commonly often shows prolific growth of
sand and mud producing bottom fauna such as calcareous green
algae. The Pellinor back reef facies is about the same thickness
as the barrier reef showing similar vertical accretion controlled
by subsidence on the Pellinor Fault. Seismic reflectors are well
developed and are occasionally high amplitude, and show a
concave downward configuration due to differential compaction
and drag on the Pellinor Fault. High amplitude reflectors within
the back reef sequence are sometimes continuous over the barrier
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Figure 4.

Location map.

reef and pass into the fore reef section; these may indeed reflect
major transgressive events, with resultant strata configuration
modified by drape and compaction.
Back reef facies can include significant source rocks as
exampled by the Salina Al back reef carbonate which is a brown,
laminated dolostone deposited during recurrent back reef /lagoonal
sedimentation during the Silurian in NW America.

Fringing Reef Facies
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By definition a fringing reef forms along the shoreline of
an island or some other continental mass and is not generally
separated from such by a lagoonal facies. However, in certain
instances the reef may grow hundreds of metres from shore and
contain extensive back reef areas with sea grass meadows and
patch reefs. Barrier reefs tend to form much farther away from
the shoreline and have at least some deeper water facies which are
absent from fringing reefs. At the base and top of the Devonian
sequence fringing reefs appear to have formed up against the
Pellinor Fault. Through time a wedge shaped fringing reef showed
some minor seaward migration as did the main barrier reef facies,
but aggradation remained largely vertical. The small convex
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Figure 5.

Diagenetic Model for the Reef Core (after Playford, 1984).

upward fringing fault adjacent to the Pellinor Fault is seen on
seismic line CHR09-01 (Fig.6). This occurs near the top of the
back reef facies and could be a back stepping reef associated with
rising sea levels which eventually “ drowned” the complex.
Figure 6 is the best example of the various facies discussed above
and represents a classic example of a barrier reef facies complex. It
is significant the morphology of the barrier core is that of a single
dome at the base becoming a twin domal feature in the middle/upper
part of the complex. There may be an unconformity between these
two morphological features but temporal relationships are unclear.

International Examples of Carbonate
Reef Hydrocarbon Reservoirs
The examples cited below come in part from the Middle
East and North Africa which contain 70% of the worlds known
oil reserves and about 50% of the world’s natural gas reserves.
It is noteworthy that carbonate rocks make up only 20% of the
sedimentary rock record yet account for 60% of the world’s
proven hydrocarbon reservoirs. Most deposits occur in a variety
of carbonate buildup facies and those relevant to the Warburton
Basin Devonian barrier reef complex include :fringe reef / back
reef / barrier reef / channelized fore reef slope / and toe of slope
apron clastics. International examples are cited below:
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Hydrocarbon Fields in the Barrier Reef
Facies Mosaic
Fields in Barrier Reef Core Facies
Examples are: Kirkuk field, Bai Hassan (Iraq), Bu Hasa field
(Abu Dhabi), Leduc field, Kaybob field (Canada)

Fields in Fore Reef Facies
Examples are: Poza Rica field (Mexico), Auguila field, Gialo
field (Libya), Bu Hasa field, Bab and Zakum fields (Abu Dhabi).

Fields in Back Reef Facies
Examples are: Kangan. Aghar, Nar ,Varavi, Mand, Dalan,
Pars, Kirkuk fields (Iraq), Kaybob field (Canada), North field
(Qatar). Cretaceous Edwards Limestone (South Texas), Permian
San Andres Formation (New Mexico).

Fields in Fringing Reef Facies
Examples are: Ras Gharib field, Shaybah-Zarrara field (Saudi
Arabia), Bu Hasa field and Shah fields (Abu Dhabi), Blina field
(Australia)
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Figure 6.

Composite seismic section perpendicular to the Pellinor Reef Trend.

The Erec Carbonate Platform Facies
Association
A Devonian rimmed carbonate platform occurs over a basement
high named the Arltunga Arch 20 km south of the Hale River Block.
It was initially described by Ambrose (2008) but a brief review
occurs below as the play compliments the earlier described barrier
reef complex formed along the Pellinor Fault Trend. The two areas
form part of a larger facies mosaic with the Erec rimmed platform
believed to be an approximate time correlative of the lower Pellinor
barrier reef complex. The whole of CTP’s permit areas require a
remap focussing on Devonian carbonates as seismic coverage is
very poor and there are hints of these targets along the entire Hale
River Trend and further north on the far reaches of the Hector Trend.
By definition a carbonate platform comprises a large edifice
formed by the accumulation of carbonate sediment in an area of
subsidence; the platform may be several kilometres thick and
can extend over hundreds of square kilometres. An exceptionally
thick carbonate platform section is denoted by the Devonian/
Carboniferous Bolshoi carbonates of southern Kazakhstan which
are 4500 m thick. In this area classic giant platform oil fields occur
at Kashaghan and Tengiz.
The generic component facies of the Erec carbonate platform
in the Simpson Desert area are summarised below and this review
draws heavily on studies by Ambrose (2008) and examples
described in Walker and James (1992).
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Carbonate Platform Facies
Carbonate sediment forming the platform probably largely
comprises skeletal material secreted by algae and/or other
organisms. Generally lithofacies on rimmed platforms are muddy
while those on open, unrimmed platforms are grainy and during
exposure karsted surfaces may develop. The inner carbonate
platform at Erec is up to 750 m thick but thins rapidly as it onlaps
an underlying rotated fault block forming its eastern margin.
Seaward of the Erec Prospect, which marks the crestal point of
the platform sequence, a platform margin rim developed probably
comprising shoal deposits and possibly margin reefs. Any drop in sea
level may have triggered karsting on the platform and siliciclastic
sediment influx into basinal areas, thereby providing two potential
reservoir targets in addition to those formed in the platform rim. The
platform section grew over time until it was eventually “drowned “
by a transgressive marine shale/clastics sequence.
The inner platform is best denoted on two seismic lines
(Fig.8,16) where platform slope, rim, and inner platform facies are
recognised. Figure 8 shows the inner platform displays carbonate
mound development at the base of the section as the platform
strata onlap ? pre Devonian basement; the structure developed as
a rotated fault block controlled by the Erec Fault. Inner Platform
strata onlap the crest of the fault block ( ie the foot wall crest)
while in the hanging wall there was sedimentary growth in the
platform sequence as the fault plane rotated.
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Figure 7.

Schematic of facies developed on and around a carbonate platform.

Examples of Petroleum Fields: Devonian-Carboniferous
carbonate platform plays have considerable importance in
producing basins in a global context. The Tengiz, Karachaganak,
Astrakhan, and Kashagan super giant fields in the Caspian
Sea host c. 46 Bbbls of Oil Equivalent in Place (OEIP). Other
noteworthy examples are the “Wehlu” fields in the southern USA,
the Lisburne Field in Alaska, the Golden Lane field in Mexico
(Cretaceous), and the Nisku and Wabuman fields in the Western
Canadian Basin.

Platform Rim Facies
Platform rim deposits form on the seaward-side of the inner
platform at the top of the platform sequence. This facies is clearly
discernable on seismic and was probably built by organisms such
as corals, stromatolites, coralline sponges, rudist bivalves and
various types of algae. Drape and compaction in the overlying
Permian – Mesozoic section is further evidence that a relatively
hard platform rim facies exists at depth.
Some of the organisms forming the rim spontaneously
disintergrate upon death to form sand size particles which could
form sandy shoals. The rim reef may have rubble on the crest and
an apron of sand on the landward side.
Example of Petroleum Fields: The Jeruk field, offshore from
Java, is an example of a platform margin reef rim developed
along the margin of an ancient platform. At Jeruk field, back reef
facies were developed landward of the rim with fore reef facies
developed seaward. The hydrocarbon column was at least 379 m
in rim carbonates but reserves were less than 50 mmbl.
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Platform Slope Facies
The slope largely comprises detritus shed from the reef rim
and probably sourced coarse – grained sediment via gravity flows
thus forming in some cases, thick prograding or forestepping
wedges of slope sediment.
These are prime reservoirs in the Middle East where sediments
in the slope facies frequently have better reservoir characteristics
than reefal buildups. The sedimentary facies are likely to be far
less coarse-grained than the more steeply dipping slope facies
associated with the barrier reef complex at Pellinor.

Carbonate Mound Facies
These are recognised at the base of the platform sequence
where the inner platform onlaps pre-Devonian basement. In
an overall sense ,most carbonate mounds develop either 1)
downslope on gently dipping platform margins, 2) in deep basins,
and 3) spread widely in tranquil reef lagoons (back reef facies) or
on wide shelf areas. The shape of carbonate mounds varies from
flat lenses to conical piles up to 100 m high or more. Most of the
mounds recognised in this area are less than 150 m high.
Vertical zonation of carbonate mounds, which are often
dominated by mud, is energy dependent (Walker and James,
1992). A tripartite zonation is sometimes recognised in the rock
record comprising: 1) A basal accumulation of bioclastic muddy
sediments without baffling or binding ie mud mound stage, 2) a
core of lime mud rich with platy algal bafflestone of relatively
low energy ie skeletal mound stage, 3) a crestal bindstone of
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Figure 8.

Seismic section perpendicular to the Erec Platform showing carbonate mounds /pinnacle reefs and the platform rim. M3 reflector is near top Devonian.

encrusting skeletal organisms sometimes capped by a sand shoal.
Shallow mounds sometimes act as foundations for reefs. Most
deep water mounds comprise carbonate facies developed below or
near storm wave base.
Examples of Petroleum fields: Reservoirs in the Permian
Basin (Northwest Shelf) in western USA are often limestones
and dolostones comprising phylloid algal mounds (and associated
carbonate sands) with a strong stratigraphic control on entrapment
(Broadhead et al, 2004). Total production is about 354 mmbo. The
Tin Cup Oil Field in Utah produces from a 37 m Pennsylvanian
algal mound (4000 m x 700 m). The mode of entrapment is
stratigraphic and many similar plays occur in the Paradox Basin
which extends through Colarado, Utah and New Mexico.

Basinal Facies

Figure 9.
platform.
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Carbonate mounds / reefal structures developed on the floor of the

Deepwater basinal facies were only significant repositories for
carbonate sediment in post Jurassic time when pelagic calcareous
microorganisms evolved. Devonian basinal sediments are likely to
be terrigenous clastic or siliceous with some carbonate input from
density flows tapping the platform margin. These basinal shales
could include alginite enriched shales. To preserve these potential
source rocks, partial or complete anoxia may have been induced
by 1) stratification of the water column by pronounced temperature
and /or salinity layering 2) a dramatic increase in nutrient supply
to surface waters from increased runoff or upwelling of deep ocean
waters. The basinal facies reach a maximum thickness of 800 m
and the exact composition of this sequence can only be determined
by exploration drilling.
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Basinal shales are clearly defined on seismic and probably
comprise pelagic and fine-grained turbidite deposits which may
include viable source rocks ; evidence of hydrocarbon leakage
up major faults lines with associated HRDZ’s is encouraging.
Fine-grained submarine fans probably occur through most of the
lower section where very fine-grained clastics were deposited by
density flows (fine grained tempestites and turbidites) with some
associated pelagic sedimentation.

Transgressive Topset Beds
This sequence transgresses the platform sequence as it onlaps
and eventually overlaps the platform slope and interior platform
facies, effectively drowning the platform. This sequence is up
to 800 m thick and although it thins via onlap onto the platform
crest it probably forms a cap seal. Red-brown silty shales have
been recognised at this level in several wells including Colson-1
and Simpson-1.

Regional Relationships
A composite seismic line (Fig. 13) depicts the regional
relationships between the carbonate platform deposited on the
Arltunga Arch and the barrier reef facies mosaic developed
downflank of the Pellinor Fault. Certainly the platform carbonates
are in part time correlatives of the barrier bar sequence at Pellinor
but additional seismic/well data is required to understand temporal
relationships.
Figure 10.

Direct Hydrocarbon Indicators downdip of Erec Prospect.

Figure 11.

Direct Hydrocarbon Indicators reflect ? charge from Devonian basinal facies.
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Figure 12.

West to east schematic cross-section across the Warburton basin sequence.

Figure 13.

Composite Seismic Line Trending SE from the Hale River Block to the Arltunga Arch.
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Figure 14.

Faults on the margin of the McDills High – note at depth the updip thickening of ?Devonian strata possibly denoting a carbonate buildup.

To the west on the Hallows anticlinal trend, in the vicinity
of Blamore-1, there appears to be a a faulted Devonian platform
at depth. Its eastern margin is faulted and vertical hydrocarbon
seepage in the form of a gas chimney is recognised on the eastern
margin.
Little is known of the Palaeozoic on the Northern Andado Shelf
where seismic data is extremely sparse. However, a recent modern
seismic line (CB08-01) has imaged a possible Devonian Platform
under Blamore Prospect and has also defined downlapping
?Devonian strata on the northwestern Andado Shelf. There may
be basin margin reef and back reef facies in this area, presenting a
facies mosaic analogous to that now proven to the southeast at the
Pellinor/Erec complexes.
The local depositional models for the Pellinor and Erec
complexes are reasonably well constrained by seismic but the
aforementioned regional model is poorly constrained by seismic.
However, in time as seismic grids expand and exploration
drillholes are added, new carbonate buildup facies are likely to
be recognised beneath the Pedirka Basin. For example, at depth
on line 85NT-03 (Fig.14), Palaeozoic strata thicken dramatically
in an updip direction onto the Mc Dills High, perhaps reflecting
development of a carbonate buildup facies.
A regional schematic cross-section (Fig. 12) depicts the
possible distribution of Devonian carbonate complexes away
from the Hale River High. The interpretation remains highly
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speculative, especially to the northwest on the Andado Shelf but
the carbonate facies mosaic is clearly developed on the southern
margin of the Hale River Block.
The only complete Palaeozoic sequence intersected in this
region is a thick section of clastics intersected in Mc Dills-1 which
tested a regional palaeohigh. Here the Devonian comprises a thick
sequence of red beds and conglomerates (1347 m thick) very
similar to the Pertnjarra Group molasse facies developed to the
west in the Amadeus Basin. The well bottomed in 450m+ of early
Cambrian dolomite. The Devonian clastics developed in McDills-1
probably reflect orogenesis in this highly faulted area during the
Alice Springs Orogeny and a regional facies interpretation occurs
in Figure 15. Red-beds at the top of the Devonian sequence were
intersected in Simpson-1 and Colson-1 while further east Poeppels
Corner-1 reached total depth in Devonian age basaltic rocks
perhaps related to development of oceanic crust (Dr T. Munson,
pers.com. – NTGS ).

Conclusions
The recent recognition on seismic of the Pellinor Barrier Reef
Complex and the Erec Platform/Rim Complex announces a new
era for exploration of the Warburton Basin in the Simpson Desert
area. The fact that these Devonian carbonate complexes are strong
drivers for drape and compaction structures in the overlying
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Figure 15.

Potential regional facies development at the Devonian level in CTP’s tenements.

Figure 16.
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Permian and Mesozoic section dictates many prospects will have
multiple stacked targets. Although the Devonian carbonates have
never been penetrated by the drill and remain high risk targets, the
plays are large and indeed constitute potential “company makers”.
All the classic facies associations seen in the hydrocarbon
bearing Devonian-Carboniferous sequences of North America
(e.g. Leduc field) and the North Caspian Region (e.g. Tengiz field)
are seen in some form or other in the northern Simpson Desert
in the Palaeozoic Warburton Basin sequence. Here the Devonian
Pellinor Barrier Reef Complex (Pellinor Lead) and the Erec
Carbonate Platform Complex (Erec Prospect) developed to the
south, are prime targets. Potential reservoirs in these two linked
sedimentary regimes offer numerous hydrocarbon plays located
in a full facies mosaic which has excellent analogues around the
globe (eg North America, Mexico and Kazakhstan). Definition of
temporal relationships awaits further seismic and drilling.
The Pellinor Barrier Reef Complex includes the following
potential reservoir targets: fringe reef / back reef / barrier reef /
channelized fore reef slope / and toe of slope apron clastics. In
the case of the carbonate platform forming the Erec Prospect,
potential reservoirs occur in the inner platform facies / carbonate
mound facies/ platform rim / fore reef slope / and toe of slope
apron clastics. All of these facies have reservoired hydrocarbons
in different basins around the world. The Erec Prospect alone,
which is a carbonate platform play, includes P50 00IP of 1.4 Bbbls.
The carbonate facies architectures in both studied complexes
are controlled by salient basement faults which were largely
tensional during the Devonian–Carboniferous with very large
displacements of up to 2 km (e.g. Pellinor Fault). There was
compression and some reverse/transcurrent movement during the
Miocene. Most potential exploration targets lie in the depth range
2000-3500 m.
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